Release name: KNOWAGE 8.1.11

From the previous version 8.1.9 the following bugs have been solved:

- [Function Catalog] New function definition UI doesn’t scroll
- The searching of a fontawesome icon for a menu node is not working
- Invalid date when opening date type data column with QBE
- Wrong multiple dossier activity instances created
- [Dataset preview] Default value for multivalue parameters initialized with empty string ("")
- Flag "Use directly JSON Attributes" for REST Dataset is not saved correctly
- Impossible to export into xlsx a chart with no label for series item column measure
- Legend title label not displayed
- [Cross Navigation] Strange behaviour with document and popup title
- QbE: export into CSV/XSLX does not work on PostgreSQL
- Error when importing a json template in the widget gallery
- [Map Widget] Cannot create a new map from scratch
- Error during date validation
- Map Widget] Linear gradient color scale not displayed when Legend is positioned in north/south areas
- Cross-navigation of an analytical driver of type pop-up window works but not explicitly shown in the external filters window.
- Reset button in a Tree filter does not work properly
- Copy link: when a driver contains a ' character, execution fails

Please visit www.knowage-suite.com for further information.